FALL FUN
SCAVENGER HUNT

USE YOUR NATURAL INSTINCTS

A red berry  
An insect feasting on fallen fruit  
A woolly bear caterpillar  
A pollinator pollinating  
A spider or spider web  
Something a squirrel would bury for winter

FIND FALL FARM FOODS!

A flower you can eat  
An herb that has gone to seed  
Two types of grapes  
A leaf you can eat  
Something hanging to dry  
A fruit on a tree

BE"LEAF" IN YOURSELF

A leaf as large as your face  
A leaf that is a color other than green  
A leaf that is more than one color

It’s incredible what you can notice when you slow down and look or listen carefully. Use your powers of observation to investigate near the forests, farm fields, and bodies of water around Oxbow! Check off boxes as you go! □ Have fun!